History Key skills
Year 4
World or British?

B
W

Areas of study

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age
The achievements of the Ancient Egyptians (where did
the earliest civilizations appear?)

Dates
Neolithic BC6000-BC800

Iron age BC800-AD43

BC3500-BC300

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age
This could include:


late Neolithic hunter-gatherers and early farmers, for example, Skara Brae



Bronze Age religion, technology and travel, for example, Stonehenge



Iron Age hill forts: tribal kingdoms, farming, art and culture

The achievements of the Ancient Egyptians
The achievements of the earliest civilizations – an overview of where and when the first civilizations
appeared and a depth study of one of the following: Ancient Sumer; The Indus Valley; Ancient Egypt; The
Shang Dynasty of Ancient China

Knowledge of time periods

To identify why my time period was historically significant
To know information about key events from my time period
To know key people from my time period and why they were important
To know some ways my locality has changed since my time period
To explain ways in which my time period is similar and different to other time periods

Looking at sources

To explain ways in which my time period is similar and different to now
To gain a more accurate understanding by using use more than one source of evidence
To recognize a primary and secondary source of historical information
To know that some sources of information about history might not be reliable
To know that people in history might have different view of an event

Chronology

To place events, artifacts and historical figures on a large scale time line
To place main British historical eras on a blank timeline in the correct order
To place main world civilizations on a blank timeline in the correct order
To place events and people I have studied in the correct place on a timeline
To know time periods/events that took place before and after the period I am studying

